moves to amend the PCS on page 334, lines 39-40, by inserting between the lines the following language to read:
"UNC BOARD OF GOVERNORS TO MONITOR CREATION OF NEW POSITIONS
AND CERTAIN INCREASES/CONSULTATION REQUIREMENT
SECTION 35.24. Article 1 of Chapter 116 of the General Statutes is amended by
adding a new section to read:
§116-17.3. Board of Governors monitors certain human resources actions.
(a) The Board of Governors of The University of North Carolina shall monitor
nonlegislative annual employee salary increases in the amount of three percent (3%) or more
granted at constituent institutions or within the General Administration. No such salary increase
shall become effective unless or until it is reported to the Board by a consultation that includes
the justification for the increase or otherwise complies with consultation requirements adopted
by the Board.
(b) The Board of Governors of The University of North Carolina shall monitor new
personnel positions created at constituent institutions or within the General Administration. No
such new position may be filled unless or until its creation is reported to the Board by a
consultation that includes the justification for the new position or otherwise complies with
consultation requirements adopted by the Board."

and moves to amend the Committee Report to the PCS on page K-31, Item 40, by adding as a
description for that item the following language to read:
"Establishes a new State Ports Authority Fund and provides funds for modernization initiatives.
The revised net appropriation for the State Ports Authority is $45,000,000 in each year of the
biennium."

and moves to amend the PCS on page 198, lines 15 and 18, by deleting "dredging" each time it
appears;

and moves to amend the PCS on page 309, lines 48-50, by rewriting the lines to read:
"appropriated in this act to the Department of Transportation (Department), and beginning in
the 2017-2018 fiscal year, the sum of seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) in
recurring funds shall be allocated to qualifying Metropolitan Planning";
and moves to amend the PCS on page 335, line 31 by rewriting the line to read:
"(6) Planning Assistance 25,000";

and moves to amend the Committee Report to the PCS on page J28, Item 21, as follows:
by deleting "($245,773) R" for both fiscal years and substituting "($176,866) R" for both fiscal years; and
by deleting "-4.00" for both fiscal years and substituting "-3.00" for both fiscal years; and
by deleting "4 vacant positions" and substituting "3 vacant positions"; and
by deleting "265 days" and substituting "200 days"; and
by deleting "60013309 Attorney III" and "60013681 Administrative Assistant III" and adding "60013340 Office Assistant IV"; and
on page J77, Item 48,
by deleting "($120,801) R" for both fiscal years and substituting "($189,708) R" for both fiscal years; and
by deleting "-3.00" for both fiscal years and substituting "-4.00" for both fiscal years; and
by deleting "3 positions" and substituting "4 positions"; and
by adding "60082942 Business Systems Analyst"; and
by adjusting the appropriate totals accordingly.
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